
 
  

LOT 729 
FROM SPRINGFIELD HOUSE STUD 

 729  

 
  

Lauro (GER) 
  Monsun   Konigsstuhl 

Mosella 
BAY COLT (IRE) 
April 25th, 2019 
(Not in G.S.B.) 
(Third Produce) 

Laurencia   Shirley Heights 
Laurea 

Liz's d'Estruval 
(IRE) 
(2008) 

  Presenting   Mtoto 
D'Azy 

 
Mega d'Estruval   Garde Royale 

Vocation 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

  
1st dam 
LIZ'S D'ESTRUVAL (IRE): winner over fences at 5 years and placed twice; also placed 3 

times in point-to-points at 4 and 5 years; dam of 2 previous foals; She also has a 2-y-o 
colt by Fame And Glory (GB) and a yearling colt by Mount Nelson (GB). 

  
2nd dam 
MEGA D'ESTRUVAL (FR): 4 wins at 3 and 4 years in France and £34,997 and placed 5 

times; also placed 3 times over hurdles at 4 and 6 years; dam of 2 winners from 3 
runners and 5 foals; 
ABBYSSIAL (IRE) (g. by Beneficial (GB)): 4 wins over hurdles at 3 and 4 years and 

£89,154 inc. AES Champion 4yo Hurdle, Punchestown, Gr.1 and Winning Fair 
Juvenile Hurdle, Fairyhouse, Gr.2, placed once and placed once over jumps at 3 
years in France and £13,338. 

Liz's d'Estruval (IRE): see above. 
Criminate (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also placed twice over 

hurdles at 5 years. 
  
3rd dam 
VOCATION (FR): unraced; dam of 5 winners from 8 runners and 11 foals inc.: 

NOTABLE D'ESTRUVAL (FR): 3 wins, £79,499: winner over hurdles at 6 years 
and 2 wins over fences and £70,702 inc. Ulster Bank H. Chase, Punchestown, 
Gr.2, placed 4 times inc. 3rd Pierse Leopardstown H. Chase, Leopardstown, Gr.1 
and Freddie Williams Festival Plate H. Chase, Cheltenham, Gr.3. 

Destin d'Estruval (FR): 7 wins, £111,025: winner at 3 years in France and placed 
twice; also placed 3 times over hurdles at 5 and 6 years and 5 wins over fences 
and £33,283 and placed 10 times inc. 2nd Agfa Diamond Limited H. Chase, 
Sandown Park, Gr.2 and winner over jumps at 4 years in France and £70,525 and 
placed 10 times inc. 2nd Prix Edmond Barrachin H. Chase, Auteuil, L. 

Haie d'Estruval (FR): placed once in France; dam of 6 winners: 
Regal d'Estruval (FR): 3 wins, £29,677: 2 wins over hurdles and placed twice 

and winner over fences at 6 years and £20,340 and placed 12 times inc. 2nd 
Faber Audiovisuals Ballybrit Nov. Chase, Galway, Gr.3. 

Vallon d'Estruval (FR): 7 wins over jumps, 2018 in France and £62,503 and placed 
6 times. 

Idee d'Estruval (FR): unraced; dam of a winner: 
Un Anjou (FR): 3 wins over fences at 5 and 6 years and £38,547 and placed 19 

times and placed 3 times over jumps at 4 and 5 years in France and £24,075; 
also placed once over hurdles. 

Ondee d'Estruval (FR): ran in France; dam of Onda di Figari (FR): 2 wins at 3 
years in France and £14,784 and placed 3 times. 

 
4th dam 
ESPERIDE (FR): placed once in France; dam of 6 winners from 8 runners and 9 foals inc.: 

Jasmin Iv (FR): 7 wins: 6 wins in France and placed twice; also winner over jumps 
in France and placed once. 

Palambe (FR): 6 wins: winner in France and placed once; also 5 wins over jumps in 
France and placed 13 times; dam of a winner: 

Oria D'estruval (FR): 5 wins: 4 wins in France; also winner over jumps in France 
and placed 7 times. 
 

STABLED IN BARN F BOX 229 

 


